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A SURVEY OF HYPERSONIC-RAMJET CONCEPTS 

By Richard J. Weber* 

Lewis Research Center 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Cleveland, Ohio 

ABSmACT 

A brief discussion is presented of the major problem areas involved 

in the development of a hypersonic ramjet engine. Keeping the structural 

temperature to an acceptably low level is the severest problem expected. 

A rapid s~ey is made of some of the relatively unconventional concepts 

th"-t may find application in the hypersonic region. These include super-

sonic combustors, underwing burning, atmospheric-recombination, engine 

instalia-cion, nuclear ;power, variable geometry, and fuel-rich operation. 

INTRODOCTION 

The_ history of ramjet engines and their place in the family of air-

breathing propulsion systems has been a frustrating one - at· least from 

the viewpoint of the ramjet enthusiast. l~e theory of the engine is old 

in terms of airplane progress, dating back at least as far as 1906. How-

ever, in the intervening years, as the name of the engine changed from 

Lorin tube, to athodyd, to ramjet, we can point to thousands of reports 
/ .. 

and experi.men:ts but to very few significant applications· 

Without spending time in sterile explanations of why this is so, we 

can more profitably look ahead in anticipation to a new regi.me of flight 

where only the ramjet will serve - that is, flight in the atmosphere at 

hypersonic speeds (defined here as Mach 5 and above). Provided there is 
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sufficient need for such operation, vre can now reasonably undertake the 

development of hypersonic vehicles &> a result of advances in the tech-

nology of boosters, metallurgy, aerociynamics and structures, engine compc-

nents, and fuels. 

The present paper will be restricted as far as possible to consider-

ation of only the engine prope.r. Al.oo, since many other papers have 

covered the general feature of' h;7Personic ramjets, the present paper will 

first mention briefly the major developmental problem areas and wi.il then 

go on to a presentation of several ra-cher unconventional ideas that might 

be applied to hypersonic ramjets. 

As a preliminary, let us first J.J.stify our interest in hyperscr .. i,' 

flight by reference to figure l. If the airframe efficiencies (i.e. ·' 

lift-drag ratio and fuel-to-g:~oss weight ratio) do not change, airp.lar,e 

range is directly proportional to over-all engine efficiency. On this 

basis, ramjet performance continues to i.mprove well into the hypersor.i~ 

region, with efficiencies nearly twice as good as that of the common 

reciprocating engine (about 30 percent). For both long- and short-

range missions, light engines are always d.es:irable. Here too, the 

ramjet is seen to be quite adequate for hypersonic flight as measured 

by the ratio of thrust-to-frontal BJ~ea. 

What technical problems will confront the engine designer who wisl,es 

to take advantage of this goc-d performance potential~ 

PROBLEJI!: AREAS 

A successful hypersonic-ramjet design must prevail against a ser:!.es 

of major obsta·~les. These problems are present to some extent even at 

more moderate speeds, but their diff:Lcul ty of solution increases by or·ders 

of magnitude in the hyperson:~c region. 



Structure. - It is futile to talk about hypersonic flight ur!l_ess we 

are assured that the engine (and airframe) will preserve their proper 

geometrical relationships, i.e., will not fall apart before completing 

the mission. The problem, of course, is that of excessive temperature. 

For example, the stagnation temperature at Mach 8 is about 4500° F (nea:r:q 

half the temperature of the surface of the sun). Neither stainless steel 

nor currently available better materials (such as molybdenum or ceramics) 

re"Qain adequate strength when exposed to such temperatures. FortWlately, 

however, design techniques are available to limit the structural tempe~·-

ature to values that can be withstood by practical materials. 

The steady-state temperature reached by each part of the s•.-r·u.;etu.re 

is a result of a balance between the heat flow into the mate:,·ial ar.d the 

heat removed from the material. Efforts to secure low tempera+,lG'e:s Utu3 

involve (1) limiting, as much as possible, the heat transmissic,n f:r-cm 

the hot gases to the metal surfaces, and (2) rejecting the heat in the 

metal to some other sink as rapidly as possible. 

The only two practical heat sinks available ar·e the fuel (wLicL 

means regenerative cooling) and space (which means cooling by U.ermal 

radiation). 

Regenerative cooling is a well-proven and accepted techn:l.que fur 

rocket I!IOtors. It is more difficult to apply to :r>amjet engir.es b~cau~e 

of the lower fuel flow and the more extended surfaces that :teei cc'O ·, lng. 

The range of applicability of ragenerative cooling is strongly affected 

by the fuel type. The significant factors are the required flow rate to 

achieve the desired combustion temperature and the amount cf !teat He 

fuel can absorb before reaching its maximum allowable temperature a, 

fixed for example, by excessive decomposition). Note that high hea.._.::_ng 

value. in itself is not a desirable attribute from the cc,oling standpoint, 

as this tends to reduce the fuel flow rate. 

Figure 2 illustrates the typical variation of regenerative effective-

ness at different flight Mach numbers. The fuel is liquefied methane j 

no cooling is assumed necessary at Mach 4, and only re!!lenerative cooli.ng 

is utilized at higher speeds. The particular values shown are net of 

significance; the figure is intended merely to demonstrate that, at E'Uf'-

ficiently high speeds, the fuel heat sink capacity is :l.nadequate to com-

pletely cool the engine. Still higher flight speeds are feasible, hc¥1-· 

ever, if use is also made of radiation cooling, with the fuel emplcyei 

principally to cool local hot spots such as the nozzle throat. 

The successful use of radiation cooling is largely depender.t c,r; ttJe 

geometrical design of the engine. For example, consiier the cor-.:f':lgu.r-a

tion of figure 3. A net dissipation of thermal eLergy can 'be accompi.i~hd. 

only if a hot surface "sees" a cooler surface. Yet a hot area on the ir:-

terior of this engine is generally surrounded by other hot surfaces. Tl..e 

inner walls can be cooled only by first radiating to the cooler oc.t.er 

nacelle which then radiates the heat to space. The nacelle thus acts as 

a radiation shield and impedes the rejection of heat. At low hypersor:ic 

speeds the situation may be tolerable. Under more severe corditions, :lm-

provements must be made in a manner limited only by the imaginatiou of tLe 

designer. For example, a closed-cycle cooling system might be u."ed to ~ 
trans:t'er heat to the nacelle by convection. 

the nacelle to facilitate radiation from the 

rate nacelle might be eliminated altogether. 

Or, slots might be made :l.n 

i=r valL 0:, ~he eep~ . J 
A careful anaLysls ·!s regu:re1 

to determine the most feasible design. 



Several methods are practicable for restricting the flow of heat into 

the material and thus easing the job of the cooling mechanism, whether it 

be regenerative or radiative. The most obvious is the use of insulatir~ 

coatings over the exposed surfaces. In a typical application, it was cal-

culated that a 0.05-inch coating of zirconia would reduce the average in-

ternal wall temperature by about 100°; at the same time, the coating in-

c~eased the engine weight by 30 to 40 percent. Coatings, therefore, are 

not a complete solution although they can be very valuable in local areas 

of high heat fl1~. A weightless form of insulation can be utiiized in the 

combustor and nozzle. This is simply to separate the hot core of combus-

tion gases from the engine walls by a layer of cooler unburned air. At 

hypersonic speeds the l.Ulburned air is none too cool., but this stratifica-

tion technique can at least mitigate the problem (althc-ugh a performan:·e 

loss is often suffered thereby.) 

A different means of restricting the heat flow is affor.ied by vary-

ing the gas pressure. Figure 4 illustrates the well-known fact that 

low pressures greatly reduce the heat transfer-red from a gas by eorc,·ec-

tion. Certain gases that may be present in the combustion products also 

heat the walls by radiation. As indicated in the figure, this heat trans-

fer too is reduced by lowering the pressure. Although this discussion 

has emphasized the combustor, the engine nacelle is externally heated 

by the hot boundary layer. Here, too the heat ir,put is diminished ·by a 

reduction in air pressure. 

These facts suggest that flying at higher altitude should be bene-

ficial, and such is indeed the case for ra.diation-cc-oled engines. As an 

illustration of this, figure 5 presents the equilibrium temperature of 

the nacelle at various altitudes for fJ.,lght at Mach 7. For simplicity, 

only aerodynamic heating was considered,, under the unrealistic assump

tion that the hot engine interior does not affect the nacelle temperature. 

As the altitude is raised, the he:at tra~wfer from the boundary layer to 

the skin decreases due to the lmrer pressure (despite the adverse rise 

in ambient, and hence boundary-layer temperature). The ability of the 

skin to radiate er..ergy to space :is unaffected by pressure, and so the 

net result of the heat balance is a reduction in wall temperature wi•~h 

increasing altitude. 

On the other hand, a very o.iffere::1t picture prevails for regeuer·-

ati vely cooled engines. Higher altitudes reduce not only the heat fl.ux 

out of the gas but also the airflow through the er~ine. Hence, the 

fuel flow drops, and there is less heat sink capac::!.ty. Figure 6 shows 

that it is more important to pr•eserve a high fuel flow than to iecrease 

the heat flux, so that low altitudes 11.re desirable in this case. 

The best design altitude for an 11irplane is a compltcated compromise 

between such factors as engine size, lift-drag ratio, wing weight, etc. 

The preceding discussion suggee:ts that a new and important factor, er.gine 

cooling, must also be considered in this compromise. 

In swmnary, it is now bel:ieved that the proper combtnation of high

temperature materials and radiation cooling (supplemented by local 

regenerative cooling) will permit engine operation at any desired hyper·-

sonic speed. 

Corntionent performance. - The margin between jet thrust and inlet 
'·· 

momentum is so slim in any ramjet that the engine performance is extremel.y 

sensitive to changes in any of the characteristics of its components. 



As flight speed increases, we are confronted with the dual problems that The hypersonic-ramjet nozzle presents no new problems. However, 

(1) engine sensitivity to component efficiency increases, and (2) it is it represents a much larger physical p~· of the engine than is the case 

more difficult to achieve good component efficiencies. at supersonic speeds •. Careful attention must therefore be paid to mini-

The inlet diffuser is probably the most difficult component to design mizing its weight and external drag, in addition to achieving efficient 

because there are so many often-contradictory factors to consider. The expansion. A graphic illustration of this is given in figure 8, which 

kinetic-energy efficiency should be high to minimize fuel consumption. pictures a proposed Mach-7 design. At first glance, the nozzle comprises 

But efficient inlets often suffer from excessive weight oj drag. High practically the whole engine. 

pressure recovery increases engine thrust and reduces the surface area There is one vital component problem not yet mentioned, for which 

to be cooled. But high internal pressures increase hoop stresses and responsibility can be charged to both the combustor and the nozzle. 

cause increased heating rates. Other factors include boundary-layer bleed Although perhaps it would be fairer to place the blame on the basic 

requirements, starting difficulty, sensitivity to angle of attack, thermodynamic cycle. At low temperatures, when heat is added to a gas, 

mechanical complexity, flow distortion, off-design operation, etc. it acts to increase the translational energy of the molecules. When 

An example of a possible hypersonic diffuser is pictured in figure passed through a nozzle, the translational motion of the molecules pro-

7. Features of this inlet are the all-external-compression isentropic duces a pressure force on the walls which gives us a thrust. At high 

spike, the drag-free cylindrical cowl, the throat bleed system, and the temperatures, however, some of the added energy is absorbed by chemical 

absence of a subsonic diffuser. This design theoretically provides dissociation and some by vibration and rotation of the molecules. As 

kinetic-energy efficiencies of over 90 percent at hypersonic speeds. the gas expands through the nozzle there is a tendency for these other 

The combustor recognizes that it is flying at hypersonic velocities forms of energy to be converted into translational energy, which is the 

only because of the high inlet-air temperature. The cooling problem only form capable of producing thrust. However, if the expansion pro-

thereby created has alre~y been discussed. The high temperature does cess is carried out too rapidly, this readjustment does not have time to 

confer one benefit. Evaporation, diffusion, and kinetic-reaction rates occur; this is particularly true for the energy tied up in dissociation. 

are all increased, making it possi.ble to ach:J.eve higher combustion effi- The magnitude of the loss due to failure to regain the dissociation energy 

ciency in a shorter combustor length. On the other hand, with some is shown in figure 9. There will always be some recombination during the 

fuels, the high air temperature may cause the fuel droplets to decompose expansion process so that an actual engine will fall somewhere between 

and form incombustible products before reaching the flame front. these two curves. But if the frozen case is a reasonable approximation, 

the engine will develop less than 50 percent of its potential at high 

speeds. Unfortunately little is now known about what conditions will 



prevail in a hypersonic-ramjet nozzle. 

Since dis"sociation is a function of gas pressure, this may be another 

factor to consider when selecting the airplane design altitude. 

UNCONVENTIONAL CONCEPTS 

Many varie.tions or modifications of the ramjet cycle and its compo-

nents are possi.ble, several of which are described in this section. Some 

of these ideas are quite old; they are unconventional only in the sense 

that they are not now in common practice. Others can at best be considered 

speculative and subject to disproof by further study. To reiterate a pre-

vious point- ~tis vital to evaluate all such proposals. in the light of 

how they may affect the cooling problem. 

Internal supersonic combustion. - It is an interesting fact of fluid 

mechanics that the addition of heat to a supersonic-gas stream decelerates 

the flow and raises its static pressure. Since these are the functions 

performed by an inlet diffuser, the possibility is suggested of eliminating 

the diffuser and combining the compression and heat-addition processes in 

a combustor having a supersonic inlet velocity. Such an engine might look 

like that of figure 10. A number of advantages might accrue from this 

device: (a) eliminating the diffuser lightens the engine, (b) with super-

sonic velocities, the static temperature and pressure are lower, reducing 

the heat load to the walls, both convective and radiative, (c) the lower 

pressure permits thinner, lighter combustor walls, (d) the lower temper-

ature reduces dissociation, minimizing the possible losses due to frozen 

expansion. 

Of course, adding heat in a fast-moving gas incurs a large momentum-

pressure drop. The comparative performance of the supersonic-combustion 

engine with the conventional ramjet depends on whether this pressure drop 

is larger or smaller than the ordinary diffuser and combustor pressure 

drop. A comparison of over-all engine efficiency is shown in figure 11 

(from ref. 1). Values are giver:, in all cases relative to a conventional 

ramjet that has a two-cone in.1et. 

The supersonic engine with a Pitot inlet has a combustor velocity 

equal to the flight speed. Performance in this case is poor for the 

flight speeds illustrated. Caleulations show that better results can be 

obtained by utilizing some init:ial diffusion, while still maintaining a 

supersonic combustor-inlet velo·~ity. Thus an engine with a wedge-type 

inlet is improved to the extent that ~~t exceeds the conventional-engine 

performance at Mach numbers above 7. !'he so-called "isentropic" inlet 

is often applied to conventional ramjets but, of course, it still has 

appreciable losses. There is some hope that, for an inlet which only 

partly diffuses the air without. passi:r1g through the sonic point, truly 

isentropic deceleration can be approa~hed. If this is the case, then 

even better supersonic-combust~~on performance is possible, as shown. 

(Of course, these comparisons ciepend on the level of performance assumed 

for the conventional ramjet.) 

Whether these analytically predlcted efficiency gains can be real-

ized in practice is still subject to experimental confirmation. The 

problems of securing stable, efficient supersonic burning are formidable. 

All that can be said now is that man:r organizations are interested and 

are working in 1~he field, but the an:lWers are not yet available. 

External burning. - The principle of the supersonic-combustion ramjet 

can be carried one step further by eliminating the engine entirely. Instead, 



fuel is added and burned in the free air flowing in the vicinity of the 

airplane. This is illustrated in figure 12, where heat is being added 

under a triangular airfoil moving to the left. The pressure field from 

the combustion zone impinges on the rear edge of the wing, with both 

vertical and horizontal components. The lift force can be used either 

to reduce the wing area or to raise the airplane ceiling. The forward 

component of the pressure force yields a large enough thrust to propell 

the airplane. 

The fuel can most easily be added and ·burned in a small concentrated 

area next to the wing. However, calculations show that it is more effi

cient to burn the fuel in a distributed flame front as shown in the fig

ure. The pressure fields from each infinitesimal part of the combustion 

sheet propagate up to the wing along Mach angles and reinforce each other. 

How this sheet of combustion can be established with a real airplane is 

not known. 

Some rough estimates of comparative airplane performance are shown 

in figure 13 (from ref. 2). Range is given relative to the Mach-6 underwing

burning case. The calculations were too crude to warrant emphasiziilg the 

quantitative results. Nevertheless they do indicate that underwing 

burning may offer improved hypersonic range over the conventional ramjet. 

Apart from the range criterion, there are other advantages to be 

claimed for underwing burning: No engine is required, thereby making a 

substantial weight saving. The combustion causes no severe cooling prob

lem: in the distributed case; the hot gases do not contact the skin; in 

both cases, the skin is free to radiate directly to space. The airplane 

can be operated over a wide range of flight speeds without the handicap 

of engine off-design problems. By spreading the flame over a wide areay 

the local temperature rise can be kept low 1 minimizing the deleterious 

effects of dissociation. 

Even if detailed studi~s should prove that underwing burn~ng is 1m

practical for cruising operation, it may still be useful as a secondary 

propulsion device. At the cost of some extra fuel injectors, the airplane 

can be given the capability in cases of emergency to f:ly faster or higher 

or to have greater maneuverability. 

Solar-powered ramjet. - A small part of the solar energy fall:tng upc:. 

the earth is absorbed by the atmosphere in various chemical forms. The 

principal storage mechanisms are the formation of ozone and the dissoc.ia·· 

tion of oxygen and nitrogen. The solar energy potentially regainable f'rcm 

a pound of air in these states is appreciable, in some cases more than ccW.i 

be obtained by the stoichiometric combustion of chemical fuels. In con

sequence, numerous proposals have been made to utilize this s-t-ored energy 

in a ramjet and so eliminate the need for fuel. 

The great obstacle to such schemes is that the storage effects occ:u:· 

only at high altitudes where the atmospheric density is ext.remely low. 

The airflow through an engine, and hence the tt,rust, are thus very l~.m:t.ei. 

The characteristics of the earth's atmosphere at high altitudes have 

not yet been fully determined. One of the more optimistic (for tt.is pu.~·

pose) atmospheric models was used for the calculation presented in figure 

14, which shows the thrust developed by an ideal engine (100-percent over

all efficiency) that completely utilizes all the stored energy. All val- a 
ues are very low, with the maximum occurring at an altitude of about 

300,000 feet. This thrust results from the recombination of c)(ygen, wh:!.:'h l 



at this altitude is entirely in the atomic state. 

The thrust developed by a real engine will depend both on the internal 

pressure losses which may be present and on the extent to which recombina-

tion approaches the equilibrium condition. The latter factor depends on 

the chemical kinetics of the recombination process, which are not adequately 

known at the present time. Charwat (ref. 3) calculated that the optimtur 

Mach number for the recombination ramjet is in the region of only 2. At 

this speed he estimated that an engine constructed entirely of 1-mil Mylar 

plastic would have to have a 90-foot diameter to support just its own 

weight. Payload capacity is therefore very small, even for extremely 

large engines. 

Using different assumptions, Baldwin and Blackshear (ref. 4) concluded 

that the engine is not suitable for any mission requiring aero~amic li~t 

but that there may be a marginal use as a sustainer for a low-altitude 

satellite. Their analysis is of particular interest here because it util~ 

ized the same "supersonic-combustion" principle described earlier. 

Engine installation. - By properly combining the engine with the air-

frame, significant performance gains can be achieved.. Furthermore, these 

gains are usually greater at higher flight speeds and so become important 

in the hypersonic region. 

One group of benefits accrues from proper placement of the inlet. 

Locating the inlet behind an oblique shock generated by the airframe 

(e.g., by either the fuselage or the wing) provides an additional degree 

of compression and generally improves the inlet pressure recovery. In 

addition, the pressure drag and the induced drag of the vehicle lower the 

momentum of the air stream. Since the net engine thrust fs equal to the 

exit minus the inlet momentum, utilizing the low-momentum air in the en-

gine results in an increase in thrust and efficiency. At Mach 5, these 

two effects are estimated to yield rang•~ increases in the order of 20 

percent. 

A more extreme use of this low-momentum principle lies in placing the 

engine inlet within the boundary layer. (This same principle has also 

been proposed for such diverse applications as submarines and lighter-

then-air ships.) At Mach 5 1 thi:3 may yield 15-percent greater :::-ange. 

However, this estimate ignores t:O.e practical problems involved in tryir..g 

to utilize boundary-layer air within the engine. For example, the iule·c 

pressure recovery would probably suffe:~. 

Range increases can also be achieved by canting the exit jet down--

ward in order to obtain lift. Jl,pprecii9.ble lift can be <ieveloped witb 

little loss in thrust; thus the wing need not support as much weight an.i 

can either be made smaller or OJlerated at a lower angle of attack. In 

either case the drag due to lift is reduced, and so less propulsive pc.wer· 

is needed from the engine. The estima.ted range increase from this dev~.ce 

is shown in figure 151 using th·~ optimum angle of cant at each poid;. 

The improvements are greatest f:>r the least efficient wing but are wccrtL-

while even for a lift-drag ratio of 8 .. 

Nuclear power. - Most applications of nuclear power tc• aircraft pro-

pulsion propose that a reactor be use•l to heat the working fluid, either· 

directly or through an intermediate f:Luid. The fluid must thus be at a 

lower temperature than the reactor walls in order to tra.ul,fer heat. Such 

I 
a system does not possess hypersonic capability, as the inlet-air tempe.r·- ~ 

ature already is as high or higher than the maximum allowable wal.l temper- ,a 
ature for current materials. 
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An indirect approach is possible, however, which aV'Cids this temper

ature difficulty. In this case the nuclear power source is utilized to 

generate electrical energy. A closed cyc~e of some sort is employed in 

order to avoid contact with the hot engine airflow. The generated power 

is then used to heat the air to any desired temperature by discharging 

an electrical arc across the "combustion chamber." The temperature limi

tations of the power source are thus dissociated from the heat-addition 

process. 

A conventional power-generating system (e.g., reactor plus turbo

generator) is much too heavy for airplaue applications. Instead, 

Kaeppeler (ref. 5) has suggested using atomic batteries for this purpose. 

Their operation is indicated in figure 16. Plates are constructed of a 

radioactive material that emits 13-particles, L e. , electrons. The elec

trons fall upon a nearby electrode, which thereby becomes negatively 

charged; the radioactive plate now has a deficiency of electrons and so 

is positively charged. The flow of electrons across the separating gap 

will continue until the kinetic energy of the 13 particles·is insuffi

cient to overcome the potential difference that has been built up. 

Quite large potentials can be achieved in this manner, in the order of 

many thousands of volts. To obtain any appreciable steady-state cur

rent, large numbers of plates must be connected in parallel. 

Kaeppeler estimated the total weight of such a generating system 

for various materials; his data are shown in figure 17, after convert-

ing to English units. The sloping lines d~.onstrate that, if other 

properties (molecular weight, energy per disintegration) remain constant, 

the trick in obtaining light-weight 13-decay batteries is ta 'lSe substances 

- 16 -

with very short half-lives. Such materials emit their 13-particles in a 

short period of time and so produce high currents. The best material 

shown is an isotope of copper having an atomic weight of 67 and a half 

life of only 3 days. A one-pound battery of this material would gener

ate 10,000 horsepower of electrical power. As an example of what this 

means, a Mach-10 ramjet-powered airplane is calculated to require Cu67-

batteries weighing 1/100 of 1 percent of the airplane gross weight. This 

entirely replaces the otherwise necessary chemical fuel that might weigh 

50 percent of the gross weight. Also, the airplane range is now limited 

only by the useful lifetime of the batteries. 

Several disadvantages to this scheme are apparent: (1) The short 

life-time implies that means of artificially producing the copper iso-

tope (and the complete battery) must be available near the launching 

site. cu67 cannot be produced by neutron bombardment, as in a reactor. 

Instead it is necessary to use a large and expensive device such as a 

linear accelerator or a cyclotron. (2) The isotope emits gamma rays in 

addition to the 13-particles, hence some shielding is neened. (3) Kaeppeler's 

data presume the availability of pure radioactive material. Actually 

the isotope concentration is likely to be quite low. (4) According to 

some authorities the weight of the non-radioactive components of the 

battery is apt to be considerably higher than Kaeppeler assumed. Similar 

remarks would apply in varying degrees to the other radioactive isotopes. 

Despite these discouraging comments, the magnitude of ths possible 

benefits of 13-decay batteries is so great that more extensive study in 

tqis direction seems warranted. 

co 

I 



Self-acceleration. - Due to its lack of low-speed thrust, the ramjet 

vehicle must rely upon some other propulsion system to boost it to its 

effective operating range. Normally rockets are used for this purpose. 

The required rockets for boosting to hypersonic speeds are quite enormous. 

For example, it is estimated that the booster for a Mach-8 missile will 

weigh three times as much as the missile. 

This fact gives rise to the hope of utilizing the ramjet for at 

least a portion of this acceleration. However, the fixed-geometry ram-

jet possesses only very limited self-acceleration capability. Reason-

ably good acceleration could be obtained if variable-geometry components 

are employed. In particular, methods are desired to control the diffuser 

inlet areas and the nozzle throat area. 

Due to the hostile thermal environment at high speeds, it will be 

difficult to develop reliable continuously variable components. An 

alternative solution for the inlet is to fit an auxiliary low-speed dif-

fuser to the engine (fig. 18). After accelerating through a range of 

low Mach numbers it would be discarded, exposing the cruising inlet. 

Wind-tunnel tests have demonstrated that the auxiliary inlet can be so 

jettisoned. 

A more flexible approach can be employed with the exhaust nozzle 
(1-d i) 

through use of the afterburner principl~ The larger flow area permits 

addition of much more heat downstream of the- primary nozzle. By changing 

the proportions of fuel burned in the primary and afterburners, the 

thrust may be varied continuously from the cruise to the peak value. 

Fuel-rich operation. - At high flight speeds engine performance 

tends to become less and less sensitive to variations in fuel-air ratio. 

For example, figure 19 illustrates the relative ranges of ramjet vehicles 

when designed for different equivalence r·atios. Very little effect is 

noted in the lean region. It is eapeciaJ~y significant that the range 

iosses are not great even in the rich region. At Mach 9, for example, 

the fuel flow could be 25 percent higher than stoichiometric with only 

about a 10 percent reduction in range. ~rhus, if needed for regenerative 

engine cooling, the stoichiometric fuel-air ratio need not be a limit. 

Of course, add:ing fuel beyonc. the stoichiometric point does not in-

crease the chemical energy release in the combustor. However, the excess 

fuel provides thrust due to two other factors: (l) Appreciable kinetic 

energy is stored in the fuel pure:cy as a result of the high flight speed. 

For example, at Mach 10, each pow1d of fuel contains about 2000 Btu of 

kinetic energy, wh1.ch, when mixed with t.he airflow, adds about 140 sec-

ends to the specific impulse. (2) Appreciable thermal energy may be 

present in the fuel, particularly if it 1.s circulated next to the air

plane skin for structural cooling purpoBes. (The sum of these two 

energy sources is ao great that !!loeckel (ref. 6) calculated the specific 

impulse of a Mach-10 rocket flying in the atmosphere to be 360 seconds, 

even with no chemical combustion.) 

As an extension of this thought. Breitweiser and Morris (NASA) have 

proposed a ramjet design that ut:llizes extremely high equivalence ratios 

to reduce the thrust loss encountered 'by the conventional ramjet at Mach 

numbers in the order of 10 and above. Their design overcomes several of 

the major obstacles to using ramjets at very high speeds: (l) by varying 

the amount of fuel added, the inlet and nozzle areas can be matched over 

the entire range of flight speed.s with no variable-geometry components, 

\() . 

l 
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(2) the high fuel flows can be used to cool not only the engine but also 

the airframe if necessary, and (3) the rich mixture keeps the combustion 

temperature so low that dissociation does not take place, and so there 

can be no loss due to frozen nozzle expansion. Preliminary studies indi-

cate that a fixed-geometry engine of this type can accelerate with good 

thrust margins all the wa:y from supersonic speeds up to Mach 18 or 20, 

with a better specific impulse than a rocket. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In recent years major progress has been made in the areas of air-

frame aerodynamics and engine fuels and components. As a result, 

hypersonic-ramjet vehicles appear to be practical load-carrying devices. 

The developmental probelms of the engine are formidable, but solutions 

can be seen. Further improvements in vehicle performance may result by 

applying various "unconventional" concepts to the engine. 

We are now capable of predicting with reasonable assurance the ex-

pected performance of hypersonic vehicles. Such information makes it 

possible to weigh the comparative merits of ramjets and competing propul-

sion systems and to rationally decide whether the expense of developing 

hypersonic-ramjet vehicles is worthwhile. 
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